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SMALLFRY, ARKANSAS, USA…

Home to the red squirrel, the
grey squirrel, the flying squirrel,
the very rare (and totally made-up)
glow-in-the-dark squirrel AND
a school janitor
jani
who doesn’t
glow in the dark …
Well, not yet, anyway.

John loves reading
comic books and
dreams of having super
strange powers
himself. Sounds crazy?
You haven’t heard the
half of it!

Because John
doesn’t just have
BIG dreams...
He also has a
big chin and

BIG IDEAS!

Meet John Dough – janitor and
generally good guy. He works and
lives on the campus grounds of
Blockhead Junior High. His favourite
pastimes are singing to squirrels…
and SAVING THE WORLD!

Indeed, John can be found most nights in the school science lab,
cooking up some dangerously unstable potion that might endow him
with his very own super powers so that he can battle the forces of
evil (and thoughtless littering) as his secret superhero alter ego….
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He can

He can

He can even speak in a

super-movE . . .

super-GROovE . . .

super WAY!

Because whilst
Captain Handsome
is always on the
lookout for

DANGER,

But Captain Handsome doesn’t actually have any REAL super powers - except
for his unwavering self-belief, his honest-to-goodness-golly-gosh desire to do
good, and (if hit very hard in the chest), his awesome ability to fly backwards
at super-speed! Now there’s a skill that could come in handY . . .
John is completely
besotted with Betty whom
he likes nearly as much as
his super-hero action
figures (and he likes
them a lot!)

To avoid capture, the Princess disguises
herself as a school teacher,
Betty Bumper-Sticker (don’t ask…)
and befriends amiable janitor, John Dough.

wh
what
he doesn’t
realise is that
on the school
grounds that he
patrols and
guards,
an intergalactic
drama is
unfolding right
under his
super nose…

Hot on her heels are incompetent
(but determined) Intergalactic Bounty
Hunters, Zit and Zog, who’ve been sent
by their evil LEADEr Commander
For a start, Princess Zucchini Kapowski to capture the Princess and
from a galaxy far, far away - has
bring her back to Alpha Centauri Five
crash-landed in John’s back yard whilst
(so that
th
he can marry her).
fleeing Space Pirates who have taken over
her home planet of Alpha Centauri Five.
And watching Captain
Handsome is school
head, Principal Brown, who
gives a new meaning to
the concept of
‘hero-worship’.

Watching John are
Zit and Zog,
intrigued by this
strange Earthling
who they don't
realise is actually
Captain Handsome,
the thorn in
their side.
Watching
Zit and Zog are
Top Secret
Government
Agents X and Y,
who also have
thorns in their
side, but mostly
from lurking
in bushes.

Yes, they’re all watching…

So be sure to keep this guide on
your walls and DON’T MISS
the unmissable adventures of

E!
CAPTAIN HANDSOM

